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WHEN ‘TRANSLATIONS’ ARE REALLY ADAPTATIONS

Humans love meddling with other people’s words.  Not many of us can retell a joke or story without changing the details. In the case of folktales such as Cinderella, there are hundreds of versions. A general term for these is adaptations. While adaptations occur in many genres, the focus of this paper is on literary fiction.

Here’s the differential distinction I use: 
1.	A translation is “a target text where all significant details of meaning have been transferred”. 
2.	An adaptation is “a derivative text where significant details of meaning have not been transferred which easily could have been”. 
These definitions make sense etymologically: ‘translate’ means ‘carry across’ (über-setzen), while ‘adapt’ means ‘make suitable’. The term ‘adaptation’ is thus the appropriate one where “considerable changes have been made in order to make the text more suitable for a specific audience”​[1]​. These changes may be omissions, rewritings or additions. My definitions are an attempt to pinpoint what has been called the “point at which adaptation ceases to be translation at all.”​[2]​ 

Adaptation is evident in many domains. For example the names of films. The title Run Lola Run, given to the German film Lola Rennt, is not a translated title, it’s an adapted one. The title Amélie is not a translation of Le fabuleux destin d’Amélie Poulain, but a truncation. When I studied so-called “song-translations” I drew the conclusion that although real translations do exist, one often finds adaptations — sometimes well-justified — or even replacement texts.​[3]​ 

Stage plays are often adapted. For example: The Lottery of Love claims to be a translation of a classic comedy by Marivaux. But rather than retaining the original setting of France c1730, as he could have done, John Fowles changed the geographical and historical setting (switching it to England c1810), changed the characters’ names and even gave one of them a profession and mode of speech he lacked in the original. Those were unforced changes, made for a specific skopos.​[4]​  Therefore the term “translation” was a misleading term, the item is not true-to-label.  At our last conference I criticized the first English translators of a novel by Kundera – they omitted whole pages and even altered the order of chapters. What they published was not would normally be called a translation, or even a ‘partial translation”; the novelist himself attacked it as a betrayal. Similarly, when a Cuban short story had its structure changed by so-called translators in Bulgaria, they ought to have called it an adaptation.​[5]​  And of course, a lot of so-called “poem translations” are adaptations.

Here are my two main contentions: 
1. A version bearing unforced changes from the original should not be labelled as a translation. The consumers of TTs have a right to receive the genuine article, correctly labelled.  
Whether or not it’s a good idea to adapt something is a different question from the question of label. Changes may well be justified – those made to the Marivaux play were well-conceived – but ‘adaptation’ remains the best label. And adaptation is not always a good idea.

2. In many cases adapted versions contravene ethical and perhaps legal principles. In my opinion, that is, many justifications for adapting are not valid.  If you think that the authors of texts have a right to be translated faithfully, then most of the examples given in this paper seem to infringe that right

But are there gray areas?  Well, my phrase ‘significant details’ in the definition above allows for different views about the importance of certain things in the ST.  Translators working hard to transfer the significant details are often glad to jettison a few insignificant ones (even the meaning of “cheese” is insignificant if spoken by a photographer.)
Note too that my formulation says ‘details of meaning’. Details of grammar, word-order or punctuation are often changed in normal translating, in order to communicate meaning better.  Even the apparent addition in the TT of implied details is a normal tool, sometimes called explicitating, if those details were already present in the subtext of the ST.
In addition, my phrase ‘details which easily could have been transferred’ is inserted to defend those imperfect solutions that translators often need. If your rendition of a phrase can’t be improved on, then you have an answer to any carping critic who still says “you have not translated perfectly”.  Even the replacing of a SL metaphor with a different one in the TL may well be the only good option available, in which case I call it a forced change. 
My phrase ‘forced changes’ distinguishes the many things that translators can’t help changing from the others — those that don’t have to be made, the unforced, chosen changes. For example, according to a recent study of Disney cartoons broadcast in Egypt, the dubbers changed most of the characters’ names, whereas the subtitlers transcribed them closely into Arabic script. Those dubbers couldn’t describe their changes as forced ones, since the subtitlers chose not to make them!

Unlike those who consider adapting to be a form of translating, I don’t even view it as a subset.  To me the two activities follow two different paradigms, competing ones. The term paradigm means “a group of ideas about how something should be done, made, or thought about.” (Merriam-Webster). There’s one I call the Fidelity Paradigm, and it differs markedly from the Adaptation Paradigm.  Real translators care about Fidelity — we try to replicate in the TL what the ST did in the SL, we try to retell without distortion, not dominating but serving it. Yet we live in a culture where the Adaptation Paradigm is widely followed. 

The Adaptation Paradigm
In the handling of pre-existing works, some people seem to think that “anything goes”.  One common area is jazz and popular music, where pre-existing songs are “covered” by later singers who are not forced to alter much, but who choose to do so. Although certain songs from the 1930s (e.g. Billie Holliday songs) may be called “jazz standards”, there is no standard way of performing them, on the contrary. A particularly shameful cover was a song of Bernstein using the Caribbean guajira rhythm (alternating 6/8 & ¾), which was hi-jacked by a handsome crooner and performed in a bland 4/4 time!​[6]​  

Another area of adaptation is cinema, where many screen versions of novels or plays ignore significant details that could easily have been transferred – well, almost always. In one extreme case, a US film-director dared to say of a well-known writer : “I hate Hunter Thompson, I hate the bastard…. I’m going to fuck up his book.”​[7]​  I admit that if you’re changing the genre — turning a prose fiction, say, into a film — then extensive rethinking is required. But whose story was it? To take another example: to impose a happy ending on the novel The Scarlet Letter, as a recent film version did, was an unforced change and an insult to filmgoers. The director should not have pretended he was delivering Hawthorne’s classic story. Indeed if I were Hawthorne’s ghost I’d have come to haunt him, wailing: “This is my creation. Respect it or leave it untouched. If you want a house to vandalize, build your own!” Nowadays we see the Adaptation Paradigm used even in historical movies and bio-pics — here the “prior text” is a record of facts, yet the director plays fast and loose with them. 

In opera the majority of libretti are adaptations – Carmen is an adaptation of Mérimée, The Queen of Spades is an adaptation of Pushkin. In addition, directors of opera productions may assume the right to make major changes, like setting Tchaikovsky’s Queen of Spades in a lunatic asylum (I saw that in Paris, it wasn’t an improvement.)

Now I wish to give special attention to the area of children’s books. Adaptation can be seen here despite there being no change of genre or skopos.  Thus a picture book for French kids becomes a picture book for Russian kids, with the same pictures. Yet many translators feel free to make unforced changes. In one Margaret Mahy story the family’s name is Belsaki — she deliberately chose an unusual surname — whereupon a German translator changed this to Müller (how rare and exotic is that!). I can’t believe the author approved.​[8]​

The first German version of a famous French cartoon series changed the names Astérix & Obélix into Siggi & Babarras, and sold badly. Since later translations retained the names and sold well, we know that the change was unforced.  Conversely, when the Swedish girl Pippi was translated into French, the translator was forced to change the name, to avoid what I call a hi-jack.​[9]​

Names can pose problems, admittedly. But translators of children’s books meddle in many other ways: they turn vulgar speech into standard, alter what the characters eat and drink, convert saint’s days into birthdays, and generally transport the story out of its cultural context, simply assuming that cultural location is not significant in the work. Thus US readers can read a storybook from Sweden without guessing that it is Swedish; an English version of a French boy dropping a tartine on the floor turns it into a thin English sandwich and then makes it fall apart before it hits the carpet (Goscinny); and a Hebrew translation of a German story makes the children eat beef instead of pork  — one wouldn’t want Israeli children to get ideas, would one!​[10]​ To me a work subjected to excessive domestication of this kind is an adaptation: it does not merit the label of translation; it betrays the author (whose name is still on the cover of the new version); and it misses a chance to promote cross-cultural understanding. Yet domestication is common in the translating of children’s books, and much of it is unforced, influenced by non-linguistic criteria and questionable thinking.

Let me suggest that some translators and publishers make false assumptions about what children can understand or enjoy, and sometimes even about what is commercially marketable. If these adults imagine that their own discomfort with what is foreign is shared by the supple and porous brains of children, then I think they’re wrong — children are well programmed to cope with new things, including unfamiliar names and customs. And if adults assume that children can or should be sheltered from the foreign, then they misunderstand the world of the 21st century.

One German translator of Pippi Långstrump by Astrid Lindgren was appalled to read of young Pippi Longstocking finding pistols in the attic and firing them into the air; and so forced her instead to put them back in the chest muttering: “Das ist nicht für Kinder!” — which was totally out of character.​[11]​ One French translation turned her systematically into a well-behaved young lady — which was a wrong decision, even commercially. That is one of many cases where details in children’s books have been judged offensive and expurgated, often on the grounds of sexual, scatalogical, or religious content. Do adults think children know nothing about sensitive matters, or have no interest, or ought to be kept in ignorance? My view is that translators should refuse to be censors, and should protest when a publisher falsifies their work, not to mention the authors’ work. No translator of Gulliver’s Travels was really forced to prevent the giant from urinating on the burning village. 

With folktales, however, it’s a different matter. I agree that “anything goes” with Cinderella, or with Little Red Riding Hoodie. But note, there is no original text of Cinderella, there is no first author. Not only is the story legally in the public domain, it is morally the common property of all Europeans and their descendants. Such texts are ours to play with, and of course we want to!  Recent authors are not. Besides, who are these meddlers who imagine they could improve on Margaret Mahy or Roald Dahl or J.K.Rowling?

The Fidelity Paradigm 
And here’s my point: translators do not work by the Adaptation Paradigm, but at the opposite extreme, we are aligned with the Fidelity Paradigm. We take account of every word in a text (unless there’s a special reason not to). We never claim that the text is our own creation, we see ourselves as serving the work and its author and its purpose... not trying to impose ourselves on it. We are modest intermediaries, and we don’t say “Look at me!” We resist that temptation with quiet pride. Those who call such an approach easy or uncreative are mistaken.

Fortunately the Fidelity Paradigm applies in other fields too — to restorers of old paintings, to cooks carefully following the recipe of a great chef, or to classical musicians performing the works of the great composers.  These are experts we can be pleased to align ourselves with.

Here are two sentences that might be applied to good literary translators: They don’t add anything that isn’t already in the work.  If they are talented, they allow us to glimpse the truth of the work…

What kind of professional was this? A performer of classical European music. In fact those words were written by a great pianist, Sviatoslav Richter: 
The interpreters are really executants, carrying out the composer’s intention to the letter. They don’t add anything that isn’t already in the work.  If they are talented, they allow us to glimpse the truth of the work…They shouldn’t dominate the music; but should dissolve into it.
Well, NZSTI uses that word interpreter for an oral translator. But Richter’s sense is the one used in the performing arts – a related sense: the interpreter as a go-between, mediating between the creator and the audience.

Note his word “intention”. A good musician serves the intention of the creator, so as to allow listeners to glimpse the truth of the work. Performers of Chopin’s ballades, for example, do not seek to show off their own virtuosity: their intention is to communicate the excellence of Chopin’s creations – though of course this requires skill, arguably even greater skill.

In classical European music, the performer confronts a pre-existing text and seeks to interpret the details of that musical score in an intended way.  Yet actually some details are more important than others – and here I propose a comparison with translating. There are essential elements, important elements, and unimportant elements. Essential elements are the written notes (the tune and the harmony), with their note-values and the overall mood. An unfaithful performer will be criticized as betraying the work.​[12]​ Important elements are the prescribed tempo and dynamic markings, yet the performer has some latitude to adapt the speed and loudness to the acoustic, and a good performer does this well. Still other markings could be called mere suggestions – subordinate features of the score.  For example, optional suggestions in a piano score may include a few pedal marks, or fingerings, which can be disregarded, if only because different performers have different hands. Classical performers need both discernment in understanding the work and competence in performing it. 
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